OPPORTUNITY PRESENTATION

THE TIME IS NOW

NEW U LIFE™
INCOME DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

PRACTICALITY DICTATES THAT EVERYONE’S RESULTS WILL VARY AS WE ARE ALL UNIQUE AND DIFFERENT. BASICALLY, IT TAKES HARD WORK TO MAKE A SUBSTANTIAL INCOME IN THIS BUSINESS. SOME PEOPLE WILL MAKE NO MONEY AT ALL. THE EARNINGS OF A NEW U LIFE PARTNER WILL BE 100% DEPENDENT UPON THEIR SKILLS, WORK EFFORT, COMMITMENT, LEADERSHIP CAPABILITIES, AND MARKET CONDITIONS. COMMON SENSE WOULD SUGGEST THAT IN MOST OPPORTUNITIES, ONE WOULD FIND EXCEPTIONAL INDIVIDUALS PERFORMING WELL ABOVE AVERAGE, WHILE OTHERS PERFORM UNDER THE AVERAGE. NEW U LIFE DOES NOT GUARANTEE ANY LEVEL OF INCOME OR YOUR SUCCESS.
Established in 2017
Home office in the San Francisco Bay Area, CA
All key functions and assets in-house:
  - Research & Development
  - Laboratory
  - Intellectual property

We created a health & wellness Home-Based business in direct sales, which improves people’s lives worldwide; physically & financially.
MISSION

Our core values are rooted in changing lives. Our passion will inspire you to do incredible things. And we believe that your financial well-being is the byproduct of hard work and loving what you do every day.

FREEDOM & BETTER LIFESTYLES

Our Business Opportunity

- Direct Sales – in business for yourself, not by yourself
- Similar to franchising without significant upfront fees

HEALTH & WELLNESS

The Only FDA Registered, Transdermal OTC HGH Product available without prescription!
BENEFITS

- **Unique** FDA NDC Registered product with huge global demand that everyone needs!

- **You are your own boss** and you set your own schedule, working from anywhere.

- **Unlimited earning potential** – Set your own limit by leveraging your earnings with 5 amazing ways to get paid.

- **Outstanding** customer service team, always having you coming first.

- **Low start up costs** – As low as $199 to launch your own business.
THE PRODUCT

The Only FDA NDC Registered Product for Healthy Lifestyles

- A product that we must have.
- Easy to incorporate into our daily lifestyle.
- Clinically proven ingredients.
- Accurate dosing.
- Maximum Strength Homeopathic

- May Experience Significant FAT Loss*
- May enhance Muscle Mass*
- May improve Mood, Energy, and Memory*
- May Improve Sleep*
- May Speed Recovery Time*
- May Enhance Libido & Sexual Performance*
- May Improve Healing, Recovery & Flexibility*
- May Alleviate Joint Pain*

- May Increase Lean Muscle Mass*
- May Heighten Libido*
- May Strengthen Bone Density*
- May Improve Mood*
- May Balance Blood Sugar Levels*
- May Reduce Blood Pressure*
- May Prevent Depression*
- For Both Men and Women
- Anti-Aging Benefits*

*These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA.
U ARE YOUR OWN BOSS

- You set your own schedule, whether part-time, full-time, or more time.
- You work from anywhere you choose.
- You set your limits. There is absolutely NO ceiling over your head.
- You get to choose who you wish to work with.

YOU ARE IN BUSINESS FOR YOURSELF, BUT CERTAINLY NOT BY YOURSELF.
U EARN UNLIMITED | Leverage Income

Retail Commissions
Team Commissions
Team Acquisition Bonus
Coaching Bonus
Matching Bonus

LINEAR INCOME vs RESIDUAL INCOME

“100% x 1 = INCOME
YOU x JOB = INCOME
YOU HAVE A JOB
TIME = $
NO LEVERAGE”

“1% x 100 = INCOME
YOU x PEOPLE = INCOME
YOU OWN A SYSTEM & PEOPLE WORKS FOR YOU
PEOPLE = $$$
LEVERAGE”

“Trading Time For Money
Starting Over Everyday At Zero
MONEY WORKS FOR YOU
$$ = $$$
PASSIVE INCOME”

“Income Not Dependent On Your Presence
Trading Time For Money
Starting Over Everyday At Zero
MONEY WORKS FOR YOU
$$ = $$$
PASSIVE INCOME”

“the main reason why struggle financially is because they have spent years in school but learned nothing about money. The result is that people learn to work for money...but never learnt how money work for them.” | Robert Kiyosaki
U EARN UNLIMITED | (1-5) Retail Commissions

- **PREFERRED CUSTOMERS** – $25 per + $10 from 100 Customer Points when Qualified. That’s $35 per customer!

- **20 PREFERRED CUSTOMERS** – $35 per retroactive + $10. That’s $45 per customer and $900 per month with just 20 Preferred Customers!

- **COMMERCIAL CUSTOMERS** – 40 Gels earns you $520 + $150 from 1,500 Customer Points when Qualified. That’s $670 per order!

- There is **NO LIMIT** to how many Preferred and Commercial Customers you can have for the Life of Your Business
U EARN UNLIMITED | (2-5) Team Commissions

- $40 per cycle for Promoter and Coordinator ranks
- $60 per cycle for Coach rank and higher
- A cycle is every 400 GV in LVL AND 600 GV in GVL
- Maximum cycle payout = 417 per week or $25,020!
- Your Team Commissions grow with your business. You are now “Leveraging” your income!
  - Note that you must be active with at least 140 PV and you must be a “Qualified” Promoter or higher to receive the $40 cycle.
  - Also note that you must be “Active” with at least 280 PV and you must be a “Qualified” Coach or higher to receive the $60 cycle.

2 KINDS OF INCOME

1. LINEAR INCOME
   - More than 90% of people worldwide
   - Employees, Professionals: WORK = PLAY
   - Earning 100% of own effort = ALONE

2. RESIDUAL INCOME
   - Businessmen, Investors: (NO) WORK = PAY
   - Earning 1% of 100 people
U EARN UNLIMITED | (3-5) Team Acquisition Bonus [TAB]

- **$20 BONUS** for every New U Pack you personally sponsor.
- **$60 BONUS** for every Pro Pack you personally sponsor.
- **$120 BONUS** for every Executive Pack you personally sponsor.
- There is **NO** limit to how many people you may personally sponsor for the life of your business.
  - Note that you must be “Active” with at least 140 PV to “Qualify”.
Percentages payouts of the Matching Bonuses are based on team member’s Team Commissions weekly earnings for your entire “Unilevel” organization. They are paid out as follows:

- **(Coordinator) = 10% (1st Level)**
- **(Coach) = 15% (1st Level) + 10% (2nd Level)**
- **(Life Coach) = 15% (1st Level) + 10% (2nd Level) + 5% (3rd Level)**
- **(Ambassador) = 15% (1st Level) + 10% (2nd Level) + 5% (3rd Level) + 5% (4th Level)**
- **(Diamond Ambassador) = 15% (1st Level) + 10% (2nd Level) + 5% (3rd Level) + 5% (4th Level) + 5% (5th Level) + 5% (6th Level) + 5% (7th Level)**

- Note that the matching bonus is paid out up to the 7th level on a “Unilevel” format in both legs.
- Note that you must be active with at least 280 PV and a “Qualified” Coordinator or higher in ranking, in order to receive these increased sales volume bonuses.
$20, $60, and $120 bonuses are paid respectively for every new enrollee in any of the Packs, and they are paid out as follows:

- (Coach) = 20%
- (Life Coach) = 30%
- (Ambassador) = 30%
- (Diamond Ambassador) = 20%

Note that the Coaching Bonus is paid out on a “Unilevel” format in both legs.

Note that you must be “Active” with at least 280 PV and a “Qualified” Coach or Higher in ranking in order to receive these incredible bonuses.
U CAN ENVISION SUCCESS

- A complete “Training System” designed for you and your team members to ensure growth

For the New U Life customer:
- **Health** is attainable
- **Quality of Life** is possible
- **Purity** is what becomes you
- **Energy** multiplies

For the New U Life distributor:
- **Healthy Margins** with a sustainable product
- **Support** with a team to help you grow professionally
- **Quality** you can see and feel
- **Offering Goodness** to the world
As low as $199 to launch your “New U Life” business. This is your greatest opportunity.

### New U Pack
(100 PV)  
- **$199**  
  - Includes:  
    - 1 SOMADERM™ Gel  
    - 1st Year Membership  
    - 1st Year Website

### Pro Pack
(300 PV)  
- **$499**  
  - Includes:  
    - 3 SOMADERM Gels  
    - 1st Year Membership  
    - 1st Year Website  
    - 1 FREE SOMADERM Gel

### Executive Pack
(600 PV)  
- **$899**  
  - Includes:  
    - 6 SOMADERM Gels  
    - 1st Year Membership  
    - 1st Year Website  
    - 2 FREE SOMADERM Gels
ULTIMATE FINANCIAL WELL-BEING

Your opportunity awaits…
THE TIME IS NOW

For more information, please contact the person who invited you to the meeting.